Keep Your Eye on These Two-Year-Old Sons!

**SPLENDOR’S VISION SPR 352A**

- 472” Typical with 50 4/8” spread and 57” & 58” beams unofficial @ 6
- 461 1/8” International Champion Typical 5-Year-Old Class @ 5
- 422” International 2nd Place Typical 4-Year-Old Class @ 4
- Out of Styx and supermom dam SPR 708T who is also the dam of Splendor’s Ray

**Semen Available!**

**2019 International Champion**

**SPR 747E**
19.5 lb. @ 2 unofficial, Sir Splendor dam

**SPR 766E**
19.5 lb. @ 2 unofficial, Splendor’s Blend dam

**SPR 779E**
16.25 lb. @ 2 unofficial, Sir Splendor dam

Now taking orders for Bred Cows this Fall!

Lance & Brenda Hartkopf
9086 Keats Avenue SW
Howard Lake, MN 55349
320-543-3664, info@sprelk.com
www.sprelk.com